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GENERALIZATIONS OF A LAPLACIAN-TYPE EQUATION IN THE
HEISENBERG GROUP AND A CLASS OF GRUSHIN-TYPE SPACES
THOMAS BIESKE AND KRISTEN CHILDERS
Abstract. In [2], Beals, Gaveau and Greiner find the fundamental solution to a 2-
Laplace-type equation in a class of sub-Riemannian spaces. This solution is related to
the well-known fundamental solution to the p-Laplace equation in Grushin-type spaces
[5] and the Heisenberg group [6]. We extend the 2-Laplace-type equation to a p-Laplace-
type equation. We show that the obvious generalization does not have desired properties,
but rather, our generalization preserves some natural properties.
1. Introduction and Motivation
In [2], fundamental solutions to a generalization of the 2-Laplace equation were found
in a wide class of sub-Riemannian spaces. This class includes some of the spaces in
[6, 11, 5]. The methodology of [2] mixes the geometric properties of the space with the
linearity of the 2-Laplace operator. In this article, we study the generalization of [2] and
look to extend it to an equation based on the p-Laplace equation for 1 < p <∞. Because
the p-Laplace equation is nonlinear, we face some technical issues, the first of which is
the proper way to generalize the original equation. In Section 3 we discuss the original
equations of [2] and in Section 4, we find that a seemingly “natural” generalization
is not optimal. In Section 5, we will find a generalization that extends the 2-Laplace
equation while maintaining the connection to the fundamental solutions of the p-Laplace
equation and in Section 6, we explore the limiting case as p → ∞. We focus on two
specific classes of sub-Riemannian spaces, namely, Grushin-type planes, which are two-
dimensional sub-Riemannian spaces lacking a group law, and the Heisenberg group, a
sub-Riemannian space possessing a group law. For the sake of completeness, we highlight
the key properties of our environments in Section 2.
This article is based on the Master’s Thesis of the second author at the University of
South Florida under the direction of the first author. The second author wishes to thank
the Department of Mathematics and Statistics at the University of South Florida for the
research opportunity that led to both the thesis and this article.
2. The Environments
We concern ourselves with two sub-Riemannian environments, the Heisenberg group
and Grushin-type planes, which are 2-dimensional Grushin-type spaces. We will recall
the construction of these spaces and then highlight their main properties.
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2.1. The Heisenberg Group. We begin with R2n+1 using the coordinates (x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z)
and consider the linearly independent vector fields {Xi, Z}, where the index i ranges from
1 to 2n, defined by
Xi =

∂
∂xi
−
xn+i
2
∂
∂z
if 1 ≤ i ≤ n
∂
∂xi
+
xi−n
2
∂
∂z
if n < i ≤ 2n,
Z =
∂
∂z
·
For i ≤ j, these vector fields obey the relations
[Xi, Xj] =
{
Z if j = i+ n
0 otherwise
and for all i,
[Xi, Z] = 0.
We then have a Lie Algebra denoted hn that decomposes as a direct sum
hn = V1 ⊕ V2
where V1 is spanned by the Xi’s and V2 is spanned by Z. We endow hn with an inner
product 〈· , ·〉H and related norm ‖·‖H so that this basis is orthonormal. The corresponding
Lie Group is called the general Heisenberg group of dimension n and is denoted by Hn.
With this choice of vector fields the exponential map can be used to identify elements of
hn and H
n with each other via
2n∑
i=1
xiXi + zZ ∈ hn ↔ (x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z) ∈ H
n.
In particular, for any p, q inHn, written as p = (x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z1) and q = (xˆ1, xˆ2, . . . , xˆ2n, z2)
the group multiplication law is given by
p · q = (x1 + xˆ1, x2 + xˆ2, . . . , x2n + xˆ2n, z1 + z2 +
1
2
n∑
i=1
(xixˆn+i − xn+ixˆi)).
The natural metric on Hn is the Carnot-Carathe´odory metric given by
dC(p, q) = inf
Γ
∫ 1
0
‖γ′(t)‖Hdt
where the set Γ is the set of all curves γ such that γ(0) = p, γ(1) = q and γ′(t) ∈ V1. By
Chow’s theorem (See, for example, [1].) any two points can be connected by such a curve,
which makes dC(p, q) a left-invariant metric on H
n. This metric induces a homogeneous
norm on Hn, denoted | · |, by
|p| = dC(0, p)
and we have the estimate
|p| ∼
2n∑
i=1
|xi|+ |z|
1
2 .
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Given a smooth function u : Hn → R, we define the horizontal gradient by
∇0u = (X1u,X2u, . . . , X2nu),
the full gradient by
∇u = (X1u,X2u, . . . , X2nu, Zu),
and the symmetrized horizontal second derivative matrix (D2u)⋆ by
((D2u)⋆)ij =
1
2
(XiXju+XjXiu).
Additionally, given a vector field F =
∑2n
i=1 fiXi + f2n+1Z, we define the Heisenberg
divergence of F , denoted divH F , by
divH F =
2n∑
i=1
Xifi.
A quick calculation shows that when f2n+1 = 0, we have
divH F = diveuclF
where diveucl is the standard Euclidean divergence. The main operator we are concerned
with is the horizontal p-Laplacian for 1 < p <∞ defined by
∆pu = divH(‖∇0u‖
p−2
H
∇0u) =
2n∑
i=1
Xi
(
‖∇0u‖
p−2
H
Xiu
)
=
2n∑
i=1
1
2
(p− 2)‖∇0u‖
p−4
H
Xi‖∇0u‖
2
H
Xiu+
2n∑
i=1
‖∇0u‖
p−2
H
XiXiu(2.1)
= ‖∇0u‖
p−4
H
(
(p− 2)
1
2
〈∇0‖∇0u‖
2
H
,∇0u〉H + ‖∇0u‖
2
H
2n∑
i=1
XiXiu
)
.
Definition 1. A function u : Hn → R is C1
H
at the point p if Xiu(p) is continuous at p for
all i = 1, 2, . . . , n and u is C2
H
at p if XiXju(p) is continuous at p for all i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n.
For a more complete treatment of the Heisenberg group, the interested reader is di-
rected to [1], [4], [7], [8] [9], [10], [12], [13] and the references therein.
2.2. Grushin-type planes. The Grushin-type planes differ from the Heisenberg group
in that Grushin-type planes lack an algebraic group law. We begin with R2, possessing
coordinates (y1, y2), a ∈ R, c ∈ R \ {0} and n ∈ N. We use them to make the vector
fields:
Y1 =
∂
∂y1
and Y2 = c(y1 − a)
n ∂
∂y2
.
For these vector fields, the only (possibly) nonzero Lie bracket is
[Y1, Y2] = Y1Y2 − Y2Y1 = cn(y1 − a)
n−1 ∂
∂y2
.
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Because n is a natural number, we see that applying the Lie bracket n number of times
gives us a nonzero vector at y1 = a, namely,
Z ≡ [Y1, [Y1, · · · [Y1, Y2]] · · · ] = cn!
∂
∂y2
.
Since Y1 and Y2, as defined above, span R
2 when y1 6= a, and Y1 and Z span R
2 when
y1 = a, it follows that Ho¨rmander’s condition is satisfied by these vector fields.
We will put a (singular) inner product on R2, denoted 〈·, ·〉G, with related norm ‖·‖G, so
that the collection {Y1, Y2} forms an orthonormal basis. We then have a sub-Riemannian
space that we will call gn, which is also the tangent space to a generalized Grushin-type
plane Gn. Points in Gn will also be denoted by p = (y1, y2). The Carnot-Carathe´odory
distance on Gn is defined for points p and q as follows:
dG(p, q) = inf
Γ
∫
‖γ′(t)‖G dt.
Here Γ is the set of all curves γ such that γ(0) = p, γ(1) = q and
γ′(t) ∈ span{Y1(γ(t)), Y2(γ(t))}.
By Chow’s theorem, this is an honest metric. The Carnot-Carathe´odory distance between
p = (y1, y2) and q = (ŷ1, ŷ2), can be estimated via Theorem 7.34 in [1] by
dG(p, q) ≈ |ŷ1 − y1|+ |ŷ2 − y2|
1
n+1 .
We shall now discuss calculus on the Grushin-type planes. Given a smooth function f
on Gn, we define the horizontal gradient of f as
∇0f(p) =
(
Y1f(p), Y2f(p)
)
.
We also consider the symmetrized 2 × 2 second-order horizontal derivative matrix with
entries given by
((D2f(p))⋆)ij
1
2
(
YiYjf(p) + YjYif(p)
)
Similar to the Heisenberg case, we have the following natural definitions:
Definition 2.
• The function f : Gn → R is said to be C
1
G
at the point p = (y1, y2) with y1 6= a if
Yif is continuous at p for i = 1, 2. Similarly, the function f is C
2
G
at p if YiYjf is
continuous at p for i, j = 1, 2.
• The function f : Gn → R is said to be C
1
G
at the point p = (a, y2) if Y1f is
continuous at p. Similarly, the function f is C2
G
at p if Y1Y1f is continuous at p
and, if n = 1, Y1Y2f is continuous at p.
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Using these derivatives, we consider a key operator on C2
G
functions, namely the p-
Laplacian for 1 < p <∞, given by
∆pf = div(‖∇0f‖
p−2
G
∇0f) = Y1
(
‖∇0f‖
p−2
G
Y1f
)
+ Y2
(
‖∇0f‖
p−2
G
Y2f
)
=
1
2
(p− 2)‖∇0f‖
p−4
G
Y1‖∇0f‖
2
GY1f + ‖∇0f‖
p−2
G
Y1Y1f
+
1
2
(p− 2)‖∇0f‖
p−4
G
Y2‖∇0f‖
2
G
Y2f + ‖∇0f‖
p−2
G
Y2Y2f
=
1
2
(p− 2)‖∇0f‖
p−4
G
(
Y1‖∇0f‖
2
G
Y1f + Y2‖∇0f‖
2
G
Y2f
)
(2.2)
+ ‖∇0f‖
p−2
G
(
Y1Y1f + Y2Y2f
)
= ‖∇0f‖
p−4
G
(
(p− 2)
1
2
〈∇0‖∇0f‖
2
G,∇0f〉G + ‖∇0f‖
2
G
(
Y1Y1f + Y2Y2f
))
.
3. Motivating Results
3.1. Grushin-type Planes. Bieske and Gong [5] proved the following in the Grushin-
type planes.
Theorem 3.1 ([5]). Let 1 < p <∞ and define
f(y1, y2) = c
2(y1 − a)
(2n+2) + (n+ 1)2(y2 − b)
2.
For p 6= n + 2, consider
τp =
n+ 2− p
(2n+ 2)(1− p)
so that in Gn \ {(a, b)} we have the well-defined function
ψp =
{
f(y1, y2)
τp p 6= n + 2
log f(y1, y2) p = n+ 2.
Then, ∆pψp = 0 in Gn \ {(a, b)}.
In the Grushin-type planes, Beals, Gaveau and Greiner [2] extend this equation as
shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2 (BGG). Let L ∈ R. Consider the following quantities,
α =
−n
(2n+ 2)
(1 + L) and β =
−n
(2n+ 2)
(1− L)
where L ∈ R. We use these constants with the functions
g(y1, y2) = c(y1 − a)
n+1 + i(n + 1)(y2 − b)
h(y1, y2) = c(y1 − a)
n+1 − i(n + 1)(y2 − b)
to define our main function f(y1, y2), given by
f(y1, y2) = g(y1, y2)
αh(y1, y2)
β
Then, ∆2f + iL[Y1, Y2]f = 0 in Gn \ {(a, b)} .
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3.2. The Heisenberg Group. Capogna, Danielli, and Garofalo [6] proved the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.3 ([6]). Let 1 < p <∞. In Hn \ {0}, let
u(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z) =
(( 2n∑
i=1
x2i
)2
+ 16z2
)
.
For p 6= 2n + 2, let
ηp =
2n+ 2− p
4(1− p)
,
and let
ζp =
{
u(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z)
ηp p 6= 2n+ 2
log u(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z) p = 2n+ 2.
Then we have ∆pζp = 0 in H
n \ {0}.
In the Heisenberg Group, Beals, Gaveau, and Greiner [2] extend this equation as shown
in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4 (BGG). Let L ∈ R. Consider the following constants,
η =
L− 1
2
and τ =
−(L+ 1)
2
together with the functions,
v(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z) =
( 2n∑
j=1
x2j
)
− 4iz
w(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z) =
( 2n∑
j=1
x2j
)
+ 4iz
to define our main function, u(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z) given by
u(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z) = v(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z)
ηw(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z)
τ .
Then, in Hn \ {0}, we have ∆2u+ iL
∑n
j=1[Xj , Xj+n]u = 0.
Observation 3.5. In Gn \ {(a, b)}, we have when p = 2,
f2(y1, y2) =
(
c2(y1 − a)
2n+2 + (n + 1)2(y2 − b)
2
)− n
2n + 2
solves
∆2f2 = 0.
Also,
f̂L(y1, y2) = g(y1, y2)
−
n
2n+2
(1+L)h(y1, y2)
−
n
2n+2
(1−L)
where
g(y1, y2) = c(y1 − a)
n+1 + i(n+ 1)(y2 − b)
and
h(y1, y2) = c(y1 − a)
n+1 − i(n + 1)(y2 − b),
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solves
∆2f̂L + iL[Y1, Y2]f̂L = 0.
Notice that the equations and solutions coincide when L = 0. That is,
f̂0 = f2.
Similarly, in Hn \ {0},
u2((x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z) =
(( 2n∑
i=1
x2i
)2
+ 16z2
)− 2n
4
solves
∆2u2 = 0.
Also,
ûL(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z) = v(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z)
L−1
2 w(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z)
−
(L+1)
2
where
v(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z) =
( 2n∑
j=1
x2j
)
− 4iz
and
w(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z) =
( 2n∑
j=1
x2j
)
+ 4iz
solves
∆2ûL + iL
n∑
j=1
[Xj, Xj+n]ûL = 0.
Again, the equations and solutions coincide when L = 0. So again,
û0 = u2.
We then ask the following:
Main Question. Can we extend this relationship in both Gn \ {(a, b)} and in H
n \ {0}
for all p, 1 < p <∞? That is, can we find an operator Φ(p, L) so that φp,L is a solution
to Φ(p, L)φp,L = 0, for all p, 1 < p <∞ and for all L ∈ R. In addition, we should have
(3.1) Φ(p, 0) = ∆p
and {
Φ(2, L) = ∆2 + iL[Y1, Y2] in the Grushin case,
Φ(2, L) = ∆2 + iL
∑n
j=1[Xj, Xj+n] in the Heisenberg case.
(3.2)
Additionally, we would like to have φ2,L is the solution from [2] and φp,0 is the solution
from [5] in the Grushin case or [6] in the Heisenberg case.
In order to answer this question, we first look at a good candidate for what the solution
should be in each environment.
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3.3. The Core Grushin Function. For the Grushin-type planes, we consider the fol-
lowing for p 6= n+ 2:
α =
n+ 2− p
(1− p)(2n+ 2)
(1 + L)
β =
n+ 2− p
(1− p)(2n+ 2)
(1− L)
where L ∈ R. We use these constants with the functions
g(y1, y2) = c(y1 − a)
n+1 + i(n + 1)(y2 − b)
h(y1, y2) = c(y1 − a)
n+1 − i(n + 1)(y2 − b)
to define our main function fp,L(y1, y2), given by
fp,L(y1, y2) =
{
g(y1, y2)
αh(y1, y2)
β
p 6= n+ 2
log
(
g1+Lh1−L
)
p = n+ 2.
From Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we have fp,L(y1, y2) solves
∆pfp,L + iL[Y1, Y2]fp,L = 0
in Gn \ {(a, b)} when p is arbitrary and L = 0 or when p = 2 and for all L.
3.4. The Core Heisenberg Function. In the Heisenberg group, for p 6= 2n + 2, we
consider the following quantities:
η =
2n+ 2− p
4(1− p)
(1− L)
τ =
2n+ 2− p
4(1− p)
(1 + L)
where L ∈ R. We use these constants with the functions
v(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z) =
( 2n∑
j=1
x21
)
− 4iz
w(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z) =
( 2n∑
j=1
x21
)
+ 4iz
to define our main function up,L(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z), given by
up,L(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z) =
{
v(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z)
ηw(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z)
τ
p 6= 2n+ 2
log
(
v1−Lw1+L
)
p = 2n+ 2.
From Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, we have up,L(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z) solves
∆pup,L + iL
2n∑
j=1
[Xj , Xj+n]up,L = 0
in Hn \ {0} when p is arbitrary and L = 0 or when p = 2 and for all L.
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4. A Negative Result
A “natural” generalization of the equation ∆2φ+iL[Z1, Z2]φ is ∆pφ+iL[Z1, Z2]φ where
Zi = Yi in the Grushin-type planes and Zi = Xi in the Heisenberg group H
1. We now
consider this equation in each of our environments. We will suppress the subscripts on
the function f and on ‖ · ‖ for the upcoming formal computations.
Theorem 4.1. Let fp,L, α, β be as in the previous section. Let p 6= n + 2 and let L ∈ R
with L 6= ±1. Then in G \ {(a, b)}
∆pfp,L + iL(p− 1)‖∇0fp,L‖
p−2[Y1, Y2]fp,L
− ‖∇0fp,L‖
p−2 L
2
L2 − 1
(−4)
(
(p− 2)(1 + np)
2 + n− p
)
(Y2g
α)(Y2h
β) = 0.
In particular, ∆pfp,L + iL[Y1, Y2]fp,L need not be zero.
Proof. Recall from equation (2.2),
∆pf = ‖∇0f‖
p−4
(
(p− 2)
1
2
(
Y1‖∇0f‖
2(Y1f) + Y2‖∇0f‖
2(Y2f)
))
+ ‖∇0f‖
2
(
Y1Y1f + Y2Y2f
))
.
Thus to show
∆pf + iL(p− 1)‖∇0f‖
p−2[Y1, Y2]f
− ‖∇0f‖
p−2 L
2
L2 − 1
(−4)
(
(p− 2)(1 + np)
2 + n− p
)
(X2g
α)(X2h
β) = 0,
we will consider
‖∇0f‖
p−4
(
(p− 2)
1
2
(
Y1‖∇0f‖
2(Y1f) + Y2‖∇0f‖
2(Y2f)
)
+ ‖∇0f‖
2
(
Y1Y1f + Y2Y2f
))
+ iL(p− 1)‖∇0f‖
p−2[Y1, Y2]f
− ‖∇0f‖
p−2 L
2
L2 − 1
(−4)
(
(p− 2)(1 + np)
2 + n− p
)
(X2g
α)(X2h
β)
= ‖∇0f‖
p−4
((
(p− 2)
1
2
(
Y1‖∇0f‖
2(Y1f) + Y2‖∇0f‖
2(Y2f)
)
+ ‖∇0f‖
2
(
Y1Y1f + Y2Y2f
))
+ iL(p− 1)‖∇0f‖
2[Y1, Y2]f
− ‖∇0f‖
2 L
2
L2 − 1
(−4)
(
(p− 2)(1 + np)
2 + n− p
)
(X2g
α)(X2h
β)
)
.
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We need only show that(
(p− 2)
1
2
(
Y1‖∇0f‖
2(Y1f) + Y2‖∇0f‖
2(Y2f)
)
+ ‖∇0f‖
2
(
Y1Y1f + Y2Y2f
))
+ iL(p− 1)‖∇0f‖
2[Y1, Y2]f
− ‖∇0f‖
2 L
2
L2 − 1
(−4)
(
(p− 2)(1 + np)
2 + n− p
)
(X2g
α)(X2h
β) = 0.
To show this, we will require the following quantities. We compute for p 6= n+ 2,
Y1f = c(n+ 1)(y1 − a)
ngα−1hβ−1(αh+ βg)
Y1f = c(n+ 1)(y1 − a)
ngβ−1hα−1(αg + βh)
Y2f = ic(n+ 1)(y1 − a)
ngα−1hβ−1(αh− βg)
Y2f = ic(n+ 1)(y1 − a)
ngβ−1hα−1(−αg + βh)
‖∇0f‖
2 = 4c2(n+ 1)2(y1 − a)
2ngα+β−1hα+β−1(α2 + β2)
Y1(Y1f) = c(n+ 1)(y1 − a)
n−1gα−2hβ−2
(
ngh(αh+ βg) +
c(n+ 1)(y1 − a)
n+1
(
(αh+ βg)
(
(α− 1)h− (β − 1)g)
+ gh(α+ β)
))
Y2(Y2f) = −c
2(n+ 1)2(y1 − a)
2ngα−2hβ−2 ×(
(αh+ βg)
(
(α− 1)h− (β − 1)g)− gh(α+ β)
)
.
To proceed, we shall also need the following,
Y1‖∇0f‖
2 = 22c2(n+ 1)2(α2 + β2)(y1 − a)
2n−1gα+β−2hα+β−2
×
(
ngh+ c2(n+ 1)(α + β − 1)(y1 − a)
2n+2
)
and
Y2‖∇0f‖
2 = 22c3(n + 1)4(α2 + β2)(y1 − a)
3n(y2 − b)
× (α+ β − 1)gα+β−2hα+β−2.
Using the above quantities, we now compute
Y1‖∇0f‖
2(Y1f) + Y2‖∇0f‖
2(Y2f) =
22c3(n+ 1)3(α2 + β2)(y1 − a)
3n−1g2α+β−3hα+2β−3
×
(
(αh+ βg)
(
ngh+ c2(n+ 1)(α + β − 1)(y1 − a)
2n+2
)
+ ic(n + 1)2(y1 − a)
n+1(y2 − b)(α + β − 1)(αh− βg)
)
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and
‖∇0f‖
2(Y1Y1f + Y2Y2f) =
2c3(n+ 1)3(α2 + β2)(y1 − a)
3n−1g2α+β−3hα+2β−3
×
(
ngh(αh+ βg) + 4c(n + 1)(y1 − a)
n+1gh(αβ)
)
.
We can then calculate
(p− 2)
1
2
(
Y1‖∇0f‖
2(Y1f) + Y2‖∇0f‖
2(Y2f)
)
+ ‖∇0f‖
2
(
Y1Y1f + Y2Y2f
)
= 2c3(n + 1)3(α2 + β2)(y1 − a)
3n−1g2α+β−3hα+2β−3
×
(
(p− 1)(αh+ βg)ngh
+ (p− 2)c2(n+ 1)(y1 − a)
2n+2(α + β − 1)(αh+ βg)
+ ic(p− 2)(n+ 1)2(y1 − a)
n+1(y2 − b)(α + β − 1)(αh− βg)
+ 22c(n+ 1)(y1 − a)
n+1αβgh
)
.
We will need the above quantity with
iL(p− 1)‖∇0f‖
2[Y1, Y2]f = −2L(p− 1)c
3n(n+ 1)3(α2 + β2)
× (y1 − a)
3n−1(αh− βg)g2α+β−2hα+2β−2
and
‖∇0f‖
2 L
2
L2 − 1
(−4)
(
(p− 2)(1 + np)
2 + n− p
)
(X2g
α)(X2h
β) =
− 23c4(n+ 1)4(y1 − a)
4n(α2 + β2)αβg2α+β−2hα+2β−2
×
(L2)(p− 2)(1− np)
(L2 − 1)(2 + n− p)
.
We let Λ be defined as
Λ =
(
(p− 2)
1
2
(
Y1‖∇0f‖
2(Y1f) + Y2‖∇0f‖
2(Y2f)
)
+ ‖∇0f‖
2
(
Y1Y1f + Y2Y2f
))
+ iL(p− 1)‖∇0f‖
2[Y1, Y2]f
− ‖∇0f‖
2 L
2
L2 − 1
(−4)
(
(p− 2)(1 + np)
2 + n− p
)
(X2g
α)(X2h
β).
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We then compute
Λ = 2c3(n + 1)3(α2 + β2)(y1 − a)
3n−1g2α+β−3hα+2β−3
×
(
(p− 1)(αh+ βg)ngh
+ (p− 2)c2(n+ 1)(y1 − a)
2n+2(α + β − 1)(αh+ βg)
+ ic(p− 2)(n+ 1)2(y1 − a)
n+1(y2 − b)(α + β − 1)(αh− βg)
+ 22c(n + 1)(y1 − a)
n+1αβgh
)
+
(
− 2L(p− 1)c3n(n + 1)3(α2 + β2)
× (y1 − a)
3n−1(αh− βg)g2α+β−2hα+2β−2
)
−
(
− 23c4(n+ 1)4(y1 − a)
4n(α2 + β2)αβg2α+β−2hα+2β−2
×
(L2)(p− 2)(1− np)
(L2 − 1)(2 + n− p)
)
= 2c3(n + 1)3(α2 + β2)(y1 − a)
3n−1g2α+β−3hα+2β−3(
ngh(p− 1)
(
(αh+ βg)− L(αh− βg)
)
22c(n + 1)(y1 − a)
n+1αβgh
(
1 +
(L2)(p− 2)(1− np)
(L2 − 1)(2 + n− p)
)
c(p− 2)(n+ 1)(y1 − a)
n+1(α + β − 1)gh(α+ β)
)
= 2c3(n + 1)3(α2 + β2)(y1 − a)
3n−1g2α+β−3hα+2β−3
×
(
n(p− 1)(h+ g)
(
(−1 + L2)(2 + n− p)
2(1 + n)(p− 1)
)
+ c(n+ 1)(y1 − a)
n+1
(
−
n(−1 + L2)(2 + n− p)
(n+ 1)2
))
= 2c3(n + 1)3(α2 + β2)(y1 − a)
3n−1g2α+β−3hα+2β−3
×
(
c(y1 − a)
n+1
(
n(−1 + L2)(2 + n− p)
(n + 1)
)
+ c(y1 − a)
n+1
(
−
n(−1 + L2)(2 + n− p)
(n + 1)
))
= 0.

4.1. The Heisenberg group. Similar to the Grushin case (Theorem 4.1), in the Heisen-
berg group H1, Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 lead us to hypothesize that up,L(x1, x2, x3) should
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solve
∆pup,L + iL[X1, X2]up,L = 0
for p arbitrary and L ∈ R
Unfortunately, we discover this is not the case. Again, we will suppress the subscripts
on the function u and on ‖ · ‖ throughout our calculations.
Theorem 4.2. Let p 6= 4. Then in H1 \ {0},
∆pu+ iL[X1, X2]u
need not be zero.
Proof. Recall from equation (2.1),
∆pu = ‖∇0u‖
p−4
(
(p− 2)
1
2
(
X1‖∇0u‖
2(X1u) +X2‖∇0u‖
2(X2u)
))
+ ‖∇0u‖
2
(
X1X1u+X2X2u
))
.
Thus to compute
∆pu+ iL[X1, X2]u,
we will consider
‖∇0u‖
p−4
(
(p− 2)
1
2
(
X1‖∇0u‖
2(X1u)
+X2‖∇0u‖
2(X2u)
)
+ ‖∇0u‖
2
(
X1X1u+X2X2u
))
+ iLZu
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We compute:
X1u = 2v
η−1wτ−1
(
(ηw + τv)x1 + (ηw − τv)ix2
)
X1u = 2w
η−1vτ−1
(
(ηv + τw)x1 − (ηv − τw)ix2
)
X2u = 2v
η−1wτ−1
(
(ηw + τv)x2 − (ηw − τv)ix1
)
X2u = 2w
η−1vτ−1
(
(ηv + τw)x2 + (ηv − τw)ix1
)
‖∇0u‖
2 = 23(η2 + τ 2)vη+τ−1wη+τ−1(x21 + x
2
2)
X1X1u = 2v
η−2wτ−2
(
2
(
(ηw + τv)x21
+ (ηw − τv)ix1x2
)(
(η − 1)w + (τ − 1)v
)
− 2i
(
(ηw + τv)x1x2 + (ηw − τv)ix
2
2
)(
− (η − 1)w + (τ − 1)v
)
+ vw
(
2(x21 + x
2
2)(τ + η) + vw(ηw + τv)
))
X2X2u = 2v
η−2wτ−2
(
2
(
(ηw + τv)x22
+ (−ηw + τv)ix1x2
)(
(η − 1)w + (τ − 1)v
)
+ 2i
(
(ηw + τv)x1x2 + (−ηw + τv)ix
2
1
)(
− (η − 1)w + (τ − 1)v
)
+ vw
(
2(x21 + x
2
2)(η + τ) + (ηw + τv)
))
iLZu = −4Lvη−1wτ−1(−ηw + τv).
To proceed, we shall require the following,
X1‖∇0u‖
2 = 24(η2 + τ 2)vη+τ−2wη+τ−2
×
(
x1vw + 2(η + τ − 1)x1(x
2
1 + x
2
2)
2
− 8(η + τ − 1)x2z(x
2
1 + x
2
2)
)
and
X2‖∇0u‖
2 = 24(η2 + τ 2)vη+τ−2wη+τ−2
×
(
x2vw + 2(η + τ − 1)x2(x
2
1 + x
2
2)
2
+ 8(η + τ − 1)x1z(x
2
1 + x
2
2)
)
.
Using the above, we can now compute
X1‖∇0u‖
2(X1u) +X2‖∇0u‖
2(X2u) =
25(η2 + τ 2)v2η+τ−3wη+2τ−3
×
(
(ηw + τv)vw(x21 + x
2
2) +
(
2(ηw + τv)(η + τ − 1)(x21 + x
2
2)
3
)
− 8(ηw − τv)(η + τ − 1)iz(x21 + x
2
2)
2
)
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and
‖∇0u‖
2
(
X1X1u+X2X2u
)
=
24(η2 + τ 2)v2η+τ−3wη+2τ−3(x21 + x
2
2)(
2vw(ηw + τv) + 4vw(η + τ)(x21 + x
2
2)
+ 2
(
(η − 1)w + (τ − 1)v
)
(ηw + τv)(x21 + x
2
2)
+ 2
(
− (η − 1)w + (τ − 1)v
)
(ηw − τv)(x21 + x
2
2)
)
.
We can now compute
(p− 2)
1
2
(
X1‖∇0u‖
2(X1u) +X2‖∇0u‖
2(X2u)
)
+ ‖∇0u‖
2
(
X1X1u+X2X2u
)
=
−
(
1
(−1 + p)4
)
L(1 + L2)(−4 + p)3(x21 + x
2
2)g
4+L(−4+p)+5p
4−4p h
4+4L+5p−Lp
4−4p(
L(−4 + p)(x21 + x
2
2) + 4i(−1 + p)pz
)
.
Using this, we calculate:
∆pu+ iLZu = −8Lv
1
2
(−3+L)
(
L(x21 + x
2
2)− 4iz
)
w
1
2
(−3−L).

5. A Generalization
5.1. Grushin-type planes. In the previous section, we see our first instinct does not
work as well as we wished. We now will put the equation given in Theorem 4.1 into
divergence form. For the Grushin-type planes, we have
(5.1) ∆2φ+ iL[Y1, Y2]φ = divG
(
Y1φ+ iLY2φ
Y2φ− iLY1φ
)
.
Inspired by the definition of ∆p in Equation (2.2) we consider
∆pφ = divG
(∥∥∥∥ Y1φ+ iLY2φY2φ− iLY1φ
∥∥∥∥p−2( Y1φ+ iLY2φY2φ− iLY1φ
))
,(5.2)
Using Equation (5.2), we have the following theorem. We will again suppress the
subscripts on the function f and on ‖ · ‖.
Theorem 5.1. On Gn \ {(a, b)}, we have
∆pf = divG
(∥∥∥∥ Y1f + iLY2fY2f − iLY1f
∥∥∥∥p−2( Y1f + iLY2fY2f − iLY1f
))
= 0.
Proof. First, we let
ξ =
(
ξ1
ξ2
)
=
(
Y1f + iLY2f
Y2f − iLY1f
)
,
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and then we consider the following reduction:
∆pf = div(‖ξ‖
p−2ξ)
= Y1
(
‖ξ‖p−2ξ1
)
+ Y2
(
‖ξ‖p−2 ξ2
)
=
1
2
(p− 2)‖ξ‖p−4Y1‖ξ‖
2ξ1 + ‖ξ‖
p−2Y1ξ1
+
1
2
(p− 2)‖ξ‖p−4Y2‖ξ‖
2ξ2 + ‖ξ‖
p−2Y2ξ2
=
1
2
(p− 2)‖ξ‖p−4
(
Y1‖ξ‖
2ξ1 + Y2‖ξ‖
2ξ2
)
+ ‖ξ‖p−2
(
Y1ξ1 + Y2ξ2
)
= ‖ξ‖p−4
(
1
2
(p− 2)
(
Y1‖ξ‖
2ξ1 + Y2‖ξ‖
2ξ2
)
+ ‖ξ‖2
(
Y1ξ1 + Y2ξ2
))
.
Thus to show ∆pf = 0, we need only show that
Λ ≡
1
2
(p− 2)
(
Y1‖ξ‖
2ξ1 + Y2‖ξ‖
2ξ2
)
+ ‖ξ‖2
(
Y1ξ1 + Y2ξ2
)
= 0.
Case 1: We compute for p 6= n+ 2,
Y1f = c(n+ 1)(y1 − a)
ngα−1hβ−1(αh+ βg)
Y2f = ic(n+ 1)(y1 − a)
ngα−1hβ−1(αh− βg)
Y1f + iLY2f = c(n+ 1)(y1 − a)
ngα−1hβ−1
(
αh(1− L) + βg(1 + L)
)
Y1f + iLY2f = c(n+ 1)(y1 − a)
nhα−1gβ−1
(
αg(1− L) + βh(1 + L)
)
Y2f − iLY1f = ic(n+ 1)(y1 − a)
ngα−1hβ−1
(
αh(1− L)− βg(1 + L)
)
Y2f − iLY1f = −ic(n + 1)(y1 − a)
nhα−1gβ−1
(
αg(1− L)− βh(1 + L)
)∥∥∥∥ Y1f + iLY2fY2f − iLY1f
∥∥∥∥2 = 2c2(n+ 1)2(y1 − a)2ngα+β−1hα+β−1
×
(
α2(1− L)2 + β2(1 + L)2
)
.
We then calculate:
Y1(Y1f + iLY2f) + Y2(Y2f − iLY1f) =(
1
(−1 + p)2gh
)(
c2(−1 + L2)(1 + n)(2 + n− p)(−2 + p)
× (y1 − a)
2nh
(−1+L)(2+n−p)
2(1+n)(−1+p) g
−
(1+L)(2+n−p)
2(1+n)(−1+p)
)
.
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We can then calculate
Y1
(∥∥∥∥ Y1f + iLY2fY2f − iLY1f
∥∥∥∥2
)
= −
(
1
(−1 + p)3gh
)(
2c2(−1 + L2)2
× (1 + n)(2 + n− p)2(y1 − a)
−1+2nh
1
1+n
+ 1
1−p
×
(
c2(y1 − a)
2+2n + n(1 + n)(−1 + p)(y − b)2
)
g
1
1+n
+ 1
1−p
)
and
Y2
(∥∥∥∥ Y1f + iLY2fY2f − iLY1f
∥∥∥∥2
)
=
(
1
(−1 + p)3gh
)(
2c3(−1 + L2)2
× (1 + n)(2 + n− p)2(1 + np)(y1 − a)
3nh
1
1+n
+ 1
1−p
× (b− y2)g
1
1+n
+ 1
1−p
)
.
Using the above quantities, we compute
Y1
(∥∥∥∥ Y1f + iLY2fY2f − iLY1f
∥∥∥∥2
)(
Y1f + iLY2f
)
+ Y2
(∥∥∥∥ Y1f + iLY2fY2f − iLY1f
∥∥∥∥2
)(
Y2f − iLY1f
)
=
−
(
1
(−1 + p)4(gh)2
)(
2c4(−1 + L2)3(1 + n)(2 + n− p)3(y1 − a)
4n(5.3)
× h
(−3+L)(2+n−p)
2(1+n)(−1+p) g
−
(3+L)(2+n−p)
2(1+n)(−1+p)
)
.
and ∥∥∥∥ Y1f + iLY2fY2f − iLY1f
∥∥∥∥2(Y1(Y1f + iLY2f) + Y2(Y2f − iLY1f)) =(
1
(−1 + p)4(gh)2
)(
c4(−1 + L2)3(1 + n)(2 + n− p)3(−2 + p)(y1 − a)
4n
× h
(−3+L)(2+n−p)
2(1+n)(−1+p) g
−
(3+L)(2+n−p)
2(1+n)(−1+p)
)
.
We can then calculate
Λ =
1
2
(p− 2)
(
−
(
1
(−1 + p)4(gh)2
)(
2c4(−1 + L2)3(1 + n)(2 + n− p)3(y1 − a)
4n
× h
(−3+L)(2+n−p)
2(1+n)(−1+p) g
−
(3+L)(2+n−p)
2(1+n)(−1+p)
))
+
((
1
(−1 + p)4(gh)2
)(
c4(−1 + L2)3(1 + n)(2 + n− p)3(−2 + p)(y1 − a)
4n
× h
(−3+L)(2+n−p)
2(1+n)(−1+p) g
−
(3+L)(2+n−p)
2(1+n)(−1+p)
))
= 0.
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So we have ∆pf = 0 when p 6= n + 2.
Case 2: For p = n+ 2, we compute:
Y1f = c(n + 1)(y1 − a)
n
(
1 + L
g
+
1− L
h
)
Y2f = ic(n + 1)(y1 − a)
n
(
1 + L
g
−
1− L
h
)
Y1f + iLY2f = −
(
1
gh
)(
2c2(L2 − 1)(n+ 1)(y1 − a)
2n+1
)
Y1f + iLY2f = Y1f + iLY2f(5.4)
Y2f − iLY1f =
(
1
gh
)(
2c(L2 − 1)(n+ 1)2(y1 − a)
n(y2 − b)
)
Y2f − iLY1f = Y2f − iLY1f(5.5) ∥∥∥∥ Y1f + iLY2fY2f − iLY1f
∥∥∥∥2 = ( 1gh
)(
4c2(L2 − 1)2(n + 1)2(y1 − a)
2n
)
.
We then calculate:
Y1(Y1f + iLY2f) + Y2(Y2f − iLY1f) =
−
(
1
gh
)(
2c2(L2 − 1)n(n+ 1)(y1 − a)
2n
)
.
We can then calculate
Y1
(∥∥∥∥ Y1f + iLY2fY2f − iLY1f
∥∥∥∥2
)
= −
(
1
(gh)2
)(
8c2(L2 − 1)2(n+ 1)2
× (y1 − a)
2n−1
(
c2(y1 − a)
2n+2 + n(n + 1)2(y2 − b)
2
))
Y2
(∥∥∥∥ Y1f + iLY2fY2f − iLY1f
∥∥∥∥2
)
= −
(
1
(gh)2
)(
8c3(L2 − 1)2(n + 1)4
× (y1 − a)
3n(y2 − b)
)
.
Using the above quantities, we compute
Y1
(∥∥∥∥ Y1f + iLY2fY2f − iLY1f
∥∥∥∥2
)(
Y1f + iLY2f
)
+Y2
(∥∥∥∥ Y1f + iLY2fY2f − iLY1f
∥∥∥∥2
)(
Y2f − iLY1f
)
=
(
1
(gh)2
)(
16c4(L2 − 1)3(n+ 1)3(y1 − a)
4n
)
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and ∥∥∥∥ Y1f + iLY2fY2f − iLY1f
∥∥∥∥2(Y1(Y1f + iLY2f) + Y2(Y2f − iLY1f)) =
−
(
1
(gh)2
)(
8c4(L2 − 1)3n(n+ 1)3(y1 − a)
4n
)
.
We can then calculate
Λ =
1
2
(p− 2)
((
1
(gh)2
)(
16c4(L2 − 1)3(n+ 1)3(y1 − a)
4n
))
+
(
−
(
1
(gh)2
)(
8c4(L2 − 1)3n(n + 1)3(y1 − a)
4n
))
=
(
1
(gh)2
)(
8c4(L2 − 1)3n(n+ 1)3(y1 − a)
4n
)
−
(
1
(gh)2
)(
8c4(L2 − 1)3n(n + 1)3(y1 − a)
4n
)
= 0.
Thus ∆pf = 0 for 1 < p <∞ and for all L ∈ R. 
We then conclude the following corollary.
Corollary 5.2. Let p > n + 2. The function fp,L, as above, is a smooth solution to the
Dirichlet problem {
∆pf(p) = 0 p ∈ Gn \ {(a, b)}
0 p = (a, b).
5.2. The Heisenberg Group. We begin by considering the 2n× 1 vector Υ with com-
ponents
Υk =
{
Xku+ iLXn+ku when k = 1, 2, . . . , n
Xku− iLXk−nu when k = n + 1, n+ 2, . . . , 2n.
Motivated by the Grushin case, we consider the equation
∆pu = divH(‖Υ‖
p−2Υ) = 0
in Hn \ {0}. We then have the following theorem. We will again suppress the subscripts
on the function u and on ‖ · ‖.
Theorem 5.3. In Hn \ {0}, we have
∆pu = divH(‖Υ‖
p−2Υ) = 0.
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Proof. Following Equation (2.1), we have the following reduction:
∆pu = divH(‖Υ‖
p−2Υ) =
2n∑
j=1
Xj(‖Υ‖
p−2Υj)
=
1
2
(p− 2)‖Υ‖p−4
2n∑
j=1
Xj‖Υ‖
2Υj +
2n∑
j=1
‖Υ‖p−2XjΥj
= ‖Υ‖p−4
(
1
2
(p− 2)
2n∑
j=1
Xj‖Υ‖
2Υj + ‖Υ‖
2
2n∑
j=1
XjΥj
)
.
(5.6)
Thus to show ∆pu = 0, we will show that
(5.7)
1
2
(p− 2)
2n∑
j=1
Xj‖Υ‖
2Υj + ‖Υ‖
2
2n∑
j=1
XjΥj = 0.
We first consider the case p 6= 2n+ 2.
For k = 1, 2, . . . , n, we have
Xku = 2v
η−1wτ−1
(
(ηw + τv)xk − (−ηw + τv)ixn+k
)
and for l = n + 1, n+ 2, . . . , 2n, we have
Xlu = 2v
η−1wτ−1
(
(ηw + τv)xl + (−ηw + τv)ixl−n
)
.
We then have k = 1, 2, . . . , n,
Xku+ iLXn+ku = 2v
η−1wτ−1
(
(ηw + τv)(xk + iLxn+k) + (ηw − τv)(Lxk + ixn+k)
)
and Xku+ iLXn+ku = 2w
η−1vτ−1
(
(ηv + τw)(xk − iLxn+k) + (ηv − τw)(Lxk − ixn+k)
)
and for l = n + 1, n+ 2, . . . , 2n, we have
Xlu− iLXl−nu = 2v
η−1wτ−1
(
(ηw + τv)(xl − iLxl−n) + (ηw − τv)(Lxl − ixl−n)
)
and Xlu− iLXl−nu = 2w
η−1vτ−1
(
(ηv + τw)(xl + iLxl−n) + (ηv − τw)(Lxl + ixl−n)
)
.
A routine calculation produces
(5.8) ‖Υ‖2 =
(p− (2n+ 2))2
(p− 1)2
(L2 − 1)2
( 2n∑
j=1
x2j
)
v
2n+p
2−2pw
2n+p
2−2p
which yields
(5.9)
2n∑
j=1
Xj(‖Υ‖
2)Υj = (4n+ 2)
(p− (2n+ 2))3
(p− 1)4
(L2 − 1)3
( 2n∑
j=1
x2j
)2
vMwM.
where
M =
L(p− (2n+ 2)) + (6n− 2) + 5p
4(1− p)
and M =
−L(p− (2n + 2)) + 5p + (6n− 2))
4(1− p)
.
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In addition, we have
(5.10)
2n∑
j=1
XjΥj = −(2n + 1)
(p− 2)(p− (2n+ 2))
(p− 1)2
(L2 − 1)
( 2n∑
j=1
x2j
)
vCwC
where
C =
L(p− (2n+ 2)) + (2n− 2) + 3p
4(1− p)
and C =
−L(p− (2n+ 2)) + 3p+ (2n− 2))
4(1− p)
.
Combining Equations (5.8) and (5.10) we obtain
(5.11) ‖Υ‖2
2n∑
j=1
XjΥj = −(2n + 1)(p− 2)
(p− (2n+ 2))3
(p− 1)4
(L2 − 1)3
( 2n∑
j=1
x2j
)2
vMwM
with M and M defined as above. Equation (5.7) then holds.
The proof of the case p = 2n+ 2 is similar and omitted. 
The following corollary naturally follows:
Corollary 5.4. Let p > 2n+ 2. The function up,L, as above, is a smooth solution to the
Dirichlet problem {
∆pu(p) = 0 p ∈ H
n \ {0}
0 p = 0.
6. The limit as p→∞
6.1. Grushin-type planes. We recall that on Gn \ {(a, b)}, we have
∆pf = divG(‖ξ‖
p−2ξ)
= ‖ξ‖p−4
(
1
2
(p− 2)
(
Y1‖ξ‖
2ξ1 + Y2‖ξ‖
2ξ2
)
+ ‖ξ‖2
(
Y1ξ1 + Y2ξ2
))
with ξ defined by
ξ =
(
ξ1
ξ2
)
=
(
Y1f + iLY2f
Y2f − iLY1f
)
.
Formally letting p→∞, we obtain
∆∞f = (Y1‖ξ‖
2)ξ1 + (Y2‖ξ‖
2)ξ2.
Also formally letting p→∞, produces the function
f∞,L(y1, y2) = g(y1, y2)
1+L
2n+2h(y1, y2)
1−L
2n+2
where we recall the functions g and h are given by
g(y1, y2) = c(y1 − a)
n+1 + i(n+ 1)(y2 − b)
h(y1, y2) = c(y1 − a)
n+1 − i(n + 1)(y2 − b).
We have the following theorem.
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Theorem 6.1. The function f∞,L, as above, is a smooth solution to the Dirichlet problem{
∆∞f∞,L(p) = 0 p ∈ Gn \ {(a, b)}
0 p = (a, b).
Proof. We may prove this theorem by letting p → ∞ in Equation (5.3) and invoking
continuity (cf. Corollary 5.2). For completeness, though, we compute formally.
We first make the following definitions:
A ≡
1 + L
2n+ 2
and B ≡
1− L
2n+ 2
so that we may compute
Y1f = c(n + 1)(y1 − a)
ngA−1hB−1(Ah+Bg)
Y2f = ic(n + 1)(y1 − a)
ngA−1hB−1(Ah− Bg)
ξ1 = Y1f + iLY2f = c(n + 1)(y1 − a)
ngA−1hB−1
(
Ah(1 − L) +Bg(1 + L)
)
= c2(1− L2)(y1 − a)
2n+1gA−1hB−1
Y1f + iLY2f = c(n + 1)(y1 − a)
nhA−1gB−1
(
Ag(1− L) +Bh(1 + L)
)
ξ2 = Y2f − iLY1f = ic(n + 1)(y1 − a)
ngA−1hB−1
(
Ah(1− L)− Bg(1 + L)
)
= c(1− L2)(n+ 1)(y1 − a)
n(y2 − b)g
A−1hB−1
Y2f − iLY1f = −ic(n + 1)(y1 − a)
nhA−1gB−1
(
Ag(1− L)− Bh(1 + L)
)
‖ξ‖2 =
∥∥∥∥ Y1f + iLY2fY2f − iLY1f
∥∥∥∥2 = c2(y1 − a)2ngA+B−1hA+B−1(1− L2)2.
We then have
Y1‖ξ‖
2 = 2c2(1− L2)2n(n + 1)2(y1 − a)
2n−1(y2 − b)
2(gh)
−1−2n
n+1
and Y2‖ξ‖
2 = −2c3(1− L2)2n(n+ 1)(y1 − a)
3n(y2 − b)(gh)
−1−2n
n+1
so that
Y1‖ξ‖
2ξ1 = 2c
4(1− L2)3n(n+ 1)2(y1 − a)
4n(y2 − b)
2(gh)
−1−2n
n+1 gA−1hB−1
and Y2‖ξ‖
2ξ2 = −2c
4(1− L2)3n(n + 1)2(y1 − a)
4n(y2 − b)
2(gh)
−1−2n
n+1 gA−1hB−1.
The theorem follows. 
We notice that when L = 0, this result is already well-known as Corollary 3.2 in [5].
In particular, combined with [5], we have shown the following diagram commutes in
Gn \ {(a, b)}:
∆pfp,L = 0 −−−→
p→∞
∆∞f∞,L = 0yL→0 yL→0
∆pfp,0 = 0 −−−→
p→∞
∆∞f∞,0 = 0
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6.2. Heisenberg group. We recall that in Hn, the vector Υ has components
Υk =
{
Xku+ iLXn+ku when k = 1, 2, . . . , n
Xku− iLXk−nu when k = n + 1, n+ 2, . . . , 2n.
so that we have
∆pu = divH(‖Υ‖
p−2Υ) = 0
in Hn \ {0}. As in the Grushin case, we formally let p → ∞ and obtain via Equation
(5.6)
∆∞u =
2n∑
j=1
(Xj‖Υ‖
2)Υj.
Also formally letting p→∞, produces the function
u∞,L(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z) = v(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z)
1−L
4 w(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z)
1+L
4
where we recall the functions v and w are given by
v(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z) =
( 2n∑
j=1
x21
)
− 4iz
w(x1, x2, . . . , x2n, z) =
( 2n∑
j=1
x21
)
+ 4iz.
We have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.2. The function u∞,L, as above, is a smooth solution to the Dirichlet problem{
∆∞u∞,L(p) = 0 p ∈ H
n \ {(0)}
0 p = 0.
Proof. We may prove this theorem by letting p → ∞ in Equation (5.9) and invoking
continuity (cf. Corollary 5.4). For completeness, though, we compute formally.
We first make the following definitions:
A ≡
1 + L
4
and B ≡
1− L
4
so that we may compute We then have k = 1, 2, . . . , n,
Υk = Xku+ iLXn+ku = 2v
B−1wA−1
(
(Bw + Av)(xk + iLxn+k) + (Bw − Av)(Lxk + ixn+k)
)
and Xku+ iLXn+ku = 2w
B−1vA−1
(
(Bv + Aw)(xk − iLxn+k) + (Bv − Aw)(Lxk − ixn+k)
)
and for l = n + 1, n+ 2, . . . , 2n, we have
Υl = Xlu− iLXl−nu = 2v
B−1wA−1
(
(Bw + Av)(xl − iLxl−n) + (Bw − Av)(Lxl − ixl−n)
)
and Xlu− iLXl−nu = 2w
B−1vτ−1
(
(Bv + Aw)(xl + iLxl−n) + (Bv − Aw)(Lxl + ixl−n)
)
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and so
‖Υ‖2 = (L2 − 1)2
( 2n∑
j=1
x2j
)
(vw)−
1
2 .
For k = 1, 2, . . . , n,
Xk‖Υ‖
2 = (L2 − 1)2
(
2xk(vw)
−
1
2 − 2xk
( 2n∑
j=1
x2j
)2
(vw)−
3
2
)
+ 8(L2 − 1)2zxn+k(vw)
−
3
2
2n∑
j=1
x2j
= 8z(L2 − 1)2(vw)−
3
2
(
4zxk + xn+k
2n∑
j=1
x2j
)
and for l = n + 1, n+ 2, . . . , 2n, we have
Xl‖Υ‖
2 = (L2 − 1)2
(
2xl(vw)
−
1
2 − 2xl
( 2n∑
j=1
x2j
)2
(vw)−
3
2
)
− 8(L2 − 1)2zxl−n(vw)
−
3
2
2n∑
j=1
x2j
= 8z(L2 − 1)2(vw)−
3
2
(
4zxl − xl−n
2n∑
j=1
x2j
)
.
For k = 1, 2, . . . , n this yields
Xk‖Υ‖
2Υk = 4z(L
2 − 1)2(vw)−
3
2
(
4zxk + xn+k
2n∑
j=1
x2j
)
vB−1wA−1
×
(
((1− L)w + (1 + L)v)(xk + iLxn+k) + ((1− L)w − (1 + L)v)(Lxk + ixn+k)
)
= 4z(L2 − 1)2(vw)−
3
2
(
4zxk + xn+k
2n∑
j=1
x2j
)
vB−1wA−1
×
(
(2
( 2n∑
j=1
x2j
)
− 8Liz)(xk + iLxn+k) + (8iz − 2L
2n∑
j=1
x2j )(Lxk + ixn+k)
)
= 8z(L2 − 1)3(vw)−
3
2
(
4zxk + xn+k
2n∑
j=1
x2j
)
vB−1wA−1(4zxn+k − xk
2n∑
j=1
x2j)(6.1)
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and for l = n + 1, n+ 2, . . . , 2n, we have
Xl‖Υ‖
2Υl = 4z(L
2 − 1)2(vw)−
3
2
(
4zxl − xl−n
2n∑
j=1
x2j
)
vB−1wA−1
×
(
((1− L)w + (1 + L)v)(xl − iLxl−n) + ((1− L)w − (1 + L)v)(Lxl − ixl−n)
)
= 8z(L2 − 1)3(vw)−
3
2
(
4zxl − xl−n
2n∑
j=1
x2j
)
vB−1wA−1
×(−4zxl−n − xl
2n∑
j=1
x2j)(6.2)
Combining Equations (6.1) and (6.2) along with an index reordering produces
2n∑
j=1
Xj(‖Υ‖
2)Υj = 8z(L
2 − 1)3(vw)−
3
2vB−1wA−1 × 0 = 0.

We notice that when L = 0, this result was a part of the Ph.D. thesis of the first author
[3]. In particular, combined with [3, 4], we have shown the following diagram commutes
in Hn \ {0}:
∆pup,L = 0 −−−→
p→∞
∆∞u∞,L = 0yL→0 yL→0
∆pup,0 = 0 −−−→
p→∞
∆∞u∞,0 = 0
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